Abstract. We present the notion of translation validation as a new approach to the veri cation of translators (compilers, code generators). Rather than proving in advance that the compiler always produces a target code which correctly implements the source code (compiler verication), each individual translation (i.e. a run of the compiler) is followed by a validation phase which veri es that the target code produced on this run correctly implements the submitted source program. Several ingredients are necessary to set up the { fully automatic { translation validation process, among which are:
Introduction
In this paper, we present the notion of translation validation as a new approach to the veri cation of translators (compilers, code generators). The idea of translation validation is the following: Rather than proving in advance that the compiler always produces a target code which correctly implements the source code followed by a validation phase which veri es that the target code produced on this run correctly implements the submitted source code.
Since compiler veri cation is an extremely complex task and every change to the compiler (even minor revisions) requires redoing the proof, compiler veri cation tends to \freezes" the compiler design, and discourages any future improvements and revisions. This drawback is avoided in the translation validation approach since it compares the input and the output of the compiler for each individual run independently of how the output is generated from the input.
The concept of translation validation is depicted in Fig. 1 . Both the source and the target programs are fed as inputs to an Analyzer. If the analyzer nds that the generated target program correctly implements the source program, it generates a detailed proof script. If the analyzer fails to establish the correct correspondence between source and target, it produces a counter-example. The counter example consists of a scenario in which the generated code behaves di erently than the source code. Thus, the counterexample provides an evidence that the compiler is faulty and needs to be xed.
The following ingredients are necessary to set up the { fully automatic { translation validation process:
1. A common semantic framework for the representation of the source code and the generated target code. 2. A formalization of the notion of \correct implementation" as a re nement relation, based on the common semantic framework. 3. A proof method which allows to prove that one model of the semantic framework, representing the produced target code, correctly implements another model which represents the source.
4. Automation of the proof method, to be carried out by the analyzer which, if successful, will also generate a proof script; and 5. A rudimentary proof checker that examines the proof script produced by the analyzer and provides the last con rmation for the correctness of the translation. These ingredients are elaborated in this paper, in which we illustrate the new approach in a most challenging case. We consider a translation (compilation) from the synchronous multi-clock data-ow language Signal BGJ91] to asynchronous (sequential) C-code.
As part of the Esprit-supported sacres project (Safety Critical Embedded Systems), the proposed translation validation tool described here is expected to provide repeated validation of each run of the translator. To increase the condence in the correctness of the validation tool itself, it has been structured into an analyzer which produces a proof script and a (rudimentary) proof checker. This decomposition enables us to make the proof checker, which is responsible for providing the last seal of approval, very simple and almost \veri able by inspection".
The paper is structured as follows. The next section introduces the basic notions: We present the small, yet representative, Signal pprogram mux; give the generated C-code of mux, and explain why it \correctly implements" the source code. Then, we turn to the formal side. In Section 3 we introduce the synchronous transition system (sts) computational model. This formalism is used as the common semantic base for the description of both the synchronous source and the asynchronous target programs (Signal and C resp., in our example). Section 4 formalizes the notion of \correct implementation" by means of a re nement relation. A generalization of the re nement-mapping simulation method is advocated as a proof method for the re nement relation. Automation of this proof method, based on syntactic representation of an appropriate proof rule, is the topic of Section 5, and nally, concluding remarks appear in Section 6. A more detailed discussion of the proof-checker and the decision procedures that were used is saved for the full version.
Related Work
Work in a similar direction was recently reported by Cimatti et al. C97] . Due to the similarity between the source and target languages, the translation they considered is rather straightforward, and is therefore veri ed using a much simpler technique than the one we develop here.
Another related work is the \Proof-Carrying Code" mechanism of Necula and Lee, cf. NL96,N97]. We believe that the translation validation approach may have several advantages over proof-carrying code. The translation validation framework is more general due to its abstract computational model and re nement notions, which the proof-carrying code method does not enjoy. Another important advantage of translation validation is that it is fully automatic, while in proof-carrying code the crucial part of the correctness proof, namely, the veri cation condition, is generated manually.
An Illustrative Example
In this section we rst illustrate details of the compilation process by means of an example and then explain the principles which underly the translation validation process.
Signal BGJ91] is a synchronous programming language used for design and implementation of reactive systems. Statements of Signal This program uses the integer variable FB as input, the integer variable N as output and the local variable ZN. The body of MUX is composed of three statements which are executed concurrently as follows. An input FB is read and copied to N. If N is greater than 1 it is successively decremented by referring to ZN, which holds the previous value of N (using $ to denote the \previous value" operator) . No new input value for FB is accepted until ZN becomes (or is, in case of a previous non-positive input value for FB) less than or equal to 1. This is achieved by the satatement The C program works as follows. If h2, the clock of FB, has the value true, a new value for FB is read and assigned to the variable N. If h2 is false, N gets the value ZN? 1. In both cases the updated value of N is output (at l 4 ) and also copied into ZN, for reference in the next step .
A computation of this program is given below. We skip some of the intermediate states and use the notation X : to denote that variable X has an arbitrary value. The central observation is that there exists a designated control location in the C-code (l 5 in our example) where the variables of the concrete (target) system correspond to their abstract (source) counterparts. This is a general pattern for programs generated by the sacres compiler. Intuitively, the generated Ccode correctly implements the original Signal program if the sequence of states obtained at the designated control location corresponds to a possible sequence of states in the abstract system.
In the rest of the paper, we show how this approach can be put on formal grounds and yield a fully automatic translation validation process.
The Computational Model
In this section, we present synchronous transition systems (sts), which is the computational model on which the process of translation validation is based.
We assume a vocabulary of typed variables V. Some Input for FB: Being at location l 2:1 , we allow FB to take an arbitrary nonbottom value, which corresponds to a new input for FB from the environment. If h2 is false and we proceed directly from l 2 to l 3 , the value of FB remains unchanged as stated by the pres(V n fpcg) clause. Output of N: The explicit writing of N at location l 4 in the C-program has been removed; instead, the memorization of N is introduced.
The observation point: As explained above, entering location l 5 means that the mux iterate function has cumulatively computed one transition of the abstract system. The values of the persistent variables FB, N, and ZN are considered to be present only when being at location l 5 and if their respective clock expressions have the value true. This will become apparent when we de ne the re nement mapping from sts C to sts A. All other persistent variables are considered internal.
Memorization of N:
The generated C-code does not use any memorization variables but rather encode memorization by means of scheduling. In order to match the abstract memorization variables we augment the sts-encoding of the generated C-program with memorization variables which have the same name as their abstract counterparts. The general pattern for memorization is that all variables which are memorized in the abstract system, are memorized in the concrete system directly before entering the observation location, i.e. the location where the state correspondence is to be established. In our example, the value of N is copied to a memorization variable x.N, at location l 4 , just before the observation location l 5 .
Correct Implementation: Re nement
In this section, we consider the notion of correct implementation which is the relation that should hold between a source code and its correct translation. We suggest that the appropriate relation is that of re nement adapted to our special circumstances that involve a translation from a synchronous language such as Signal into an asynchronous language such as C.
In general, we consider re nement between an abstract system A and a concrete system C. System A can be viewed as a speci cation or a high-level description of the application we wish to construct, while C is a description closer to the nal implementation. An elaborate development process may progress through several re nement steps, each making the representation more concrete. In many cases, the abstract system is described in a more declarative style while the concrete system is presented in a more operational/imperative style.
In order to make the implementation re nement relation maximally e ective, we should make it as liberal as possible, provided the essential features of the system are preserved.
Re nement between Systems
Consider the two systems A = (V A ; A ; A ; E A ) and C = (V C ; C ; C ; E C ), to which we refer as the abstract and concrete systems, respectively. We assume that E A E C . That is, the abstract observable variables are a subset of the concrete observable variables.
For T 2 fA; Cg, we denote by T , the set of T-states, i.e., the set of states obtained by assigning values to the variables V T . We denote by E T the set of states which only assign values to the variables in E T V T .
For a state s 2 T , we denote by s E the restriction of s to the subset of observable T-variables, i.e., to E T . This restriction can be lifted point-wise to a computation 2 kTk, denoted by E , and then to the complete set of computations kTk, denoted by kTk E .
For the two systems A and C, we de ne an interface mapping to be a function I: C 7 ! E A ;
mapping each concrete state s 2 C to an abstract observable state I(s) 2 E
A .
An interface mapping I is said to be a clocked mapping if, for each observable variable x 2 E A (which also belongs to E C since E A E C ) and every concrete state s 2 C , I(s) x] = s x] or I(s) x] = ?. That is, the e ect of the mapping I on a variable x which is observable in both systems is either to preserve its value (I(s) x] = s x]) or to declare it absent at the current abstract state (I(s) x] = ?).
We can point-wise lift the interface mapping I to a concrete computation 2 kCk, denoted by I( ), and then to the complete set of concrete computations kCk, denoted by I(kCk). De nition 3. For systems A and C with E A E C , and a clocked interface mapping I from C to A, we say that C re nes A relative to I if I(kCk) kAk E : That is, C re nes A relative to I if applying the mapping I to any concrete computation 2 kCk, we obtain an abstract computation restricted to the observable variables E A .
De nition 4. For systems A and C, we say that C re nes A if there exists a clocked interface mapping I from C to A such that C re nes A relative to I.
We write C v A to denote the fact that system C re nes system A. In the next section we investigate a proof method which allows to establish that C v A indeed holds for some given A; C 2 STS.
Proving Re nement by the Method of Re nement Mapping (Simulation)
As proof method for the re nement notion introduced above we employ a generalization of the well-established concept of simulation with re nement mapping AL91]. Re nement mappings de ne a correspondence between the variables of a concrete system and the variables of an abstract system such that observations are preserved. Re nement mappings, or more generally simulation techniques (see, e.g., Jon91,LV91]), are the means to inductively prove a semantically dened notion of containment between observable behaviors. Note that, while we employed the notion of clocked interface mapping in the de nition of re nement, requiring mapping of concrete states only to the observable part of the abstract state, a general re nement mapping is expected to yield a mapping of a concrete state to a full abstract state. Thus, a re nement mapping can be viewed as one of the many possible extensions of an interface mapping.
We de ne a re nement mapping from C to A to be a function f : C ?! A , mapping concrete to abstract states. A re nement mapping f is called a From now on, we restrict our attention to clocked re nement mappings, which preserve the observables up to stuttering.
The proposed proof method for re nement is based on nding an inductive re nement mapping as de ned below. In the de nition, we denote by r C the set of all reachable states of system C, i.e., all states appearing in some computation of C.
De 
Automating the Translation Validation Process
The proof method presented in the previous section was based on an inductive re nement mapping formulated in semantic terms. Among other things, it assumed an available characterization of the set of reachable concrete states r C which is very di cult to compute for even the simplest systems.
In the quest for automating the process, we present in this section a syntactical representation of the notions of re nement mapping, and its associated proof method. In this, we follow the ideas in Lam91,KMP94] and adapt them to deal with the particular notion of re nement needed for our case. Then, we describe how the main components used in the proof can be computed, so that the translation validation process can be carried out fully automatically.
Syntactic Representation and Proof Rules
Consider two stss A and C with E A E C , to which we refer as the abstract and the concrete system, respectively. Let : V A ?! E(V C ) be a substitution that replaces each abstract variable v 2 V A by an expression E v over the concrete variables V C . Such a substitution induces a mapping between states, denoted by ? ! . Let s C be some state in C ; we refer to s C as a concrete state. The abstract state s A def = ? ! (s C ) corresponding to s C under substitution assigns to each variable v 2 V A the value of expression E v evaluated in s C . In this way, re nement mappings can be syntactically de ned by means of an appropriate substitution . Now we show how to syntactically formulate the requirements of initia- We use this special structure for the construction of the invariant inv and the substitution . We start by noting that using the program counter variable pc, which is always a member of V C , we can present the re nement substitution as follows: The detailed algorithm for computing the clock expressions above, and the accumulative invariant inv, which is omitted here for lack of space, is described in the full version of this paper. The construction is based on viewing the main loop of the C-code (procedure MUX-iterate, in our example) as a (cyclic) directed graph, in which`0 and`o bs are two of the nodes, and every edge e is labeled by either a guard (e) or an action which can be a read into an input variable, a write out of an output variable, or an assignment to a (local or output) variable. For an edge labeled by an action, we can take its guard to be true. We have veri ed all the premises of rule ref, using the tlv proof system of PS96]. The script les, which are omitted here for lack of space, will appear in the full version of this paper.
Conclusions
We introduced the new approach of translation validation, described the main components of the construction together with the underline theory, and presented an illustrative example of the method by validating a compilation from a synchronous language to an asynchronous one.
The concept of translation validation is general, and the interest is obviously not limited to translations from Signal to C. We believe that the main ideas presented in this paper can serve as a basis to the translation validation for a large family of source and target languages.
Our intuition is based on the following. First, the STS computational model is very general and can model both synchronous and asynchronous languages. Second, the existence of designated control location(s) in the STS computations of the source and target programs, that can serve as an observation point(s) for comparing the values of a set of externally observable variables (input/output variables, for example), is a reasonable thing to expect for. Otherwise, in what sense could one say that the target program correctly implements the submitted source code? Finally, our notion of re nement via an interface mapping and the associated proof method, based on syntactic representation of the re nement mapping, is again of a general kind.
The approach described here seems to work in all cases that the source and the target programs each consist of a repeated execution of a single loop body, and the correspondence between the executions is such that a single loop iteration in the source corresponds to as single iteration in the target. This seems to be a characteristic of most code generators for synchronous languages such as Esterel BG], Lustre CHPP87], and Statecharts H87], as well as for languages such as Unity CMB88] .
It is clear that a translation validation \tool-set" should be tailored for the particular translator (compiler) involved. The construction can be carried out by following (and modifying) the guidelines of the framework presented here. (In some cases, it may be useful to augment the translator as to make it easier to identify the observation points.) We suspect that in some cases the construction would turn out to be simpler than what was called for in the example presented here. This is so because most of the di culties we had faced were due to the fact that Signal is a synchronous language while C in asynchronous.
